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HoW iS iT MADe?

Something in the Air
JoHN BeATTie DiSCuSSeS THe MAKiNG oF ‘A liNe oF iNquirY’, CoMMiSSioNeD BY ArTliNK AND 
eXHiBiTeD AT THe ForT DuNree MiliTArY SiTe, Co DoNeGAl (17 NoV 2013 – 26 JAN 2014).

In late 2012, Artlink Director and Curator Declan Sheehan invited 

three artists – Conor McFeely, Christine Mackey and myself – to 

respond individually to the Fort Dunree Military site, where Artlink 

are based, under the initial theme of ‘Resistence and Rebellion’. I 

produced ‘A Line of Inquiry’ in response. The project took over a year 

of research, from planning to production, where I was led down Paths 
of Glory to a Mission Impossible.1

BaCKGrounD

Dunree is a picturesque location based alongside Lough Swilly, 

Inishowen, a site of immense historical significance. The Norsemen 

and later the Anglo-Normans used the Swilly when coming to 

Ireland. During the Flight of the Earls, O’Neill and O'Donnell were 

sent into exile from Rathmullan in September 1607. Wolfe Tone was 

taken under naval arrest into Buncrana in 1798. During WW1, the 

Grand Fleet sheltered in the Lough the top fort – added in the 

nineteenth century – which stood guard whilst Admiral Lord Jellicoe’s 

fleet anchored in Lough Swilly prior to engaging the German Navy at 

the Battle of Jutland. Control of the fort was transferred to the Irish 

Free State just before World War II and Irish forces were stationed 

there to prevent the warring nations violating the country’s neutrality. 

Today, Fort Dunree houses a display of military memorabilia and 

artefacts in its Museum.

Between the commission and the resulting production, I 

considered and developed many possibilities. One of my primary 

interests was exploring the history of the site, yet making the work 

stand on its own and be relevant to the present. On 7 Febuary 2013, I 

went to a presentation by the North West Historical Society in Derry, 

conducted by my father Dr Sean Beattie, a widely published historian, 

author and editor who has spent most of his career researching 

Donegal history. Recently he co-edited The Atlas of Donegal and 

completed PhD research entitled The Congested District Board of 1891–
1923. During the presentation he talked about some aspects of his 

research that coincidently happened to be on Fort Dunree. He had 

uncovered letters in the Belfast Public Record Office which described 

a moment in Fort Dunree's history that was not commonly known, 

dating back to 1797 / 8.2 They feature the observations of Rev Edward 

Chichester, rector of Clonmany, which describe how Lord Cavan 

came down to Dunree. 

Chichester’s account notes that in 1798, amid fears of a French 

invasion, there were rumours that a French fleet was on its way to 

Lough Swilly. Lord Cavan visited Dunree with a 16-pound canon and 

fired a canon ball across the mouth of Lough Swilly to test its 

defences. The shot hit Knockalla on the far side of the bay, meaning 

that if a fleet entered the Swilly it could be struck down. As a result of 

this, he decided that Dunree was a suitable site for a fort, and thus Fort 

Dunree was erected. I thought this was a very curious intervention. 

Conceptually and visually, this event stayed with me and became the 

starting point for the work that unfolded.

DronES, SyrIa, MoDErn MIlITary WarfarE

As part of my own research, I regularly visit film production studios 

in the Dublin area. I keep myself in tune with new developments in 

film production technology and post-production methods. On a visit 

to Film Equipment Hire Studios, I met with the manager to take a 

look at some new equipment, which had arrived in the studio. I 

spotted a very unusual-looking object – the Cine-Star Quadrocopter 

8. Visually it resembled a large sci-fi alien bug, measuring 1.4 metres 

across, equipped with eight helicopter blades. I was informed that 

this was part of a new joint venture that the studio had embarked 

upon. 

They’d aquired the Cine-Star Quadrocopter 8 for heavy-duty 

extreme ariel filming. The device was capable of housing a Red One 

Cinema camera and flying 400 metres into the air, controlled from 

the ground by a qualified an aviation pilot. I wasn’t surprised to learn 

that Cine-Star Quadrocopter 8 was developed from military drone 

technology.

At the time, the news was full of reports on the recent ‘alleged’ 

Syrian chemical attacks on Damascus. President Obama had put 

forward a campaign to seek approval from Congress to act with 

military force, with the rationale, ‘There will be no boots on the 

ground’. US Secretary of State John Kerry repeated the slogan.3  They 

were referring directly to the sophisticated drone technology and 

other forms of modern military warfare that would be deployed.

Some ideas begin to connect for me: Fort Dunree Military base, 

Lord Cavan’s 16-pound canon trials at Lough Swilly, Syria, ‘there will 

be no boots on the ground’... and I realised that there was a work 

within all of this. 

ProCESS & ProDuCTIon

With a conceptual framework in place, I began to develop a vision of 

how to navigate through the political and military history of the Fort 

Dunree landscape. Taking the role of ‘artist as military operations 

manager’, I assembled a crew. In collaboration with Professor David 

McKeown in UCD, I devised an operation to fly the drone – piloted 

from the hill-top bunker at Fort Dunree – down over the abandoned 

military base below and through the surrounding landscape. 

Eventually it would descend into the adjacent military museum 

building and the art gallery located inside the museum. Here we 

installed a 2.3 metre circular helipad for the drone to land on. Once 

landed, the drone executed a drawing onto the helipad, utilising its 

pre-programmed, customised arms, which we styled the ‘delta-bot’.

I worked with David McKeown to design the delta-bot. It 

consisted of three arms connected to universal joints at the base of 

the Cine-Star Quadrocopter 8, which were secured onto the 

underneath carriage of the drone where a camera is usually housed. 

The delta-bot was designed to hold a pen and, using wireless hardware, 

it was programmed to write a piece of text by itself. 

This whole process required a great deal of measurement, 

precision and comprehension. In order to visually communicate the 

plan and concept to the crew – taking into consideration all the 

measurements of the drone flying through the landscape, through 

doorways and up corridors to land precisely onto the helipad – I 

produced an acurate 3D virtual visualisation of the flight plan. This 

gave both the pilot controlling the drone and the ground camera man 

a clear picture of my intentions. In a Dublin-based studio, we 

rehearsed various challenging shots and maneuvers in advance of the 

shoot in order to arrive on location with the confidence that it could 

be achieved. 

THE ExHIBITIon

On the day of the shoot at Fort Dunree, the drone carried out its task 

over the Donegal landscape, landing onto the helipad and writing the 

words NO BOOTS ON THE GROUND. The work derived from this 

shoot / performance comprised a large-scale single channel HD video 

projection with audio, depicting the navigation from the drone’s 

aerial point of view and the ground camera perspective alongside 

research plans, drawings and the circular helipad with the executed 

text on it. 

Following the exhibition, there were several reports in the 

media about drone activity in the area: the PSNI were apparently 

assessing drone surveillance footage for an investigation in Derry; 

drones were being used across Northern Ireland to monitor larch 

trees; there were concerns that drones were snooping on fraudulent 

farmers claiming too much in EU farm payments.4 At the same time, 

there were reports that Google and Amazon were rumored to be 

testing the use of drones for the delivery of goods. Furthermore, 

Santiago Sierra's exhibition at VOID, Derry, ‘Veterans & Psychophonies’ 

addressed the legacies of the conflict in Northern Ireland through 

engagement with drones and military veterans at Ebrington. There 

was something in the air. 

John Beattie, originally from Donegal, is an artist currently 
based in Dublin.
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